
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING MINUTES
FAIRWAY PINES ESTATES OWNERS’ ASSOCIATION

MONDAY, AUGUST 29TH, 2022 AT 1:00 P.M. MDT
Log Hill Fire Station /ZOOM

434 Ponderosa Dr., Ridgway, CO 81432

The meeting was called to order by Vice President Randy Mathis at 1:04 p.m. Randy Mathis (Vice
President), Jim Couto (Treasurer), Ed Pecis (Secretary), and Mike Jones (Board Member), were in
attendance.

Evelyn Bailey (Administrative Assistant) was present via Zoom as were approximately 23
homeowners.

Randy spoke ahead of the agenda and reminded people that comments will be limited to 2 minutes
in order to keep the meeting moving along.

1. Approval of the July 21st Meeting Minutes

The July 21st Meeting Minutes were unanimously approved.

2. Update on the Moratorium

Ed Pecis informed the membership that per his research of our bylaws, there needs to be a 90 day
period prior to the next general membership meeting (summer meeting)  to allow the membership
time to vote for a new director.  The summer membership meeting will now be in October to allow
for those 90 days.  The moratorium time was initially established to allow time for Kopper Creek to
finish their builds prior to the summer meeting.  The moratorium will now stay in effect until at
least the summer meeting.

Ed brought up the subject of the two homeowners (Buttery and Trotter) with modular projects that
were discussed in the previous meeting and were affected by the moratorium. It was confirmed by
Jim Trotter that they are still intending to continue with their build.  Ed asked if there should be a
motion made to allow the two homeowners to continue with the architectural process.  Mike Jones
said that the decision to allow the homeowners to progress was due to a meeting with the HOA
attorney after and on the advice of legal counsel.

Homeowner Adam DuBroff asked how long the moratorium would last and was told it would last
until at least the date of the summer meeting in October.  Randy reminded the property owners that
the purpose of the moratorium was to address the concerns of many of the homeowners regarding
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the appearance of the modulars and whether they conformed to the ARC standards.  Due to those
expressed concerns, he said the board elected to enact the moratorium until the summer meeting so
the board could review what ARC had done so far, to allow the modulars that have been approved
time to be completed so the community could see what the finished product would look like, and
for the board to review the ARC standards and procedures to see what was followed and what
might need to be changed with the standards/procedures going forward.  The CRC (Covenants and
Rules Committee) has been formed with Bob del Rossi as chair.  The CRC committee is currently
reviewing the covenants, bylaws and ARC standards and how those work together.  Due to the
summer meeting having been delayed, Randy felt that the Butterys and Trotters were “trapped in
the middle” of the process.  Mike Jones felt that the Butterys should be contacted to see where they
stand with their build and Jerry Simon of ARC offered to contact them directly.

Jim Couto wanted to clarify that the two projects going forward will have to meet all ARC criteria
including siding, windows, doors, shingles etc. and all ARC standards will be enforced.  He also
reiterated that although the projects don’t have final ARC approval, they may require changes to
obtain approval and that it is fair to ask that the ARC standards are met.

Jim Trotter asked if the ARC standards required compliance with the County ordinances. Randy
responded that they do.  He suggested that a checklist might be in order to specifically list those
ordinances going forward as part of the ARC process.

Randy made a motion to allow an exception to the moratorium to allow the Trotters and Butterys to
continue through the ARC process. The motion passed unanimously.

3. Good Shepherd Ukrainian Boarding School update

Randy gave a summary of the proposal as previously put forth by Wendy Fenner. He said the
proposal was agreed to by the current owner of the property and he reminded the membership that
the property is commercially zoned and therefore our HOA covenants cannot prevent the project.
The project proposes to provide housing and education in a boarding school type environment for
up to 25 Ukrainian women refugees ages 25 and up.  The goal is to provide education in agriculture
and sustainable energy, medical services, etc. Randy referenced the previously published article in
the Plaindealer newspaper summarizing the project.  He also referenced a non-biased fact sheet and
survey that would be prepared and emailed to the property owners by the board to obtain an idea of
whether the membership wants to support the project. The results of the survey will be sent to the
Ouray County Planning Commission as they are looking for input/comments from all of the
homeowner associations on the hill.  Randy recommended that the membership provide feedback
regarding the project to both the board and the OC Planning Commission directly.  He also
indicated that the people behind the project were looking to start renovating as early as October.
They have also submitted their application for a special use permit to OC Planning Commission
and are hoping to appear at the September 20th planning commission hearing. The decision will
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then go before the board of supervisors.  Mike Jones reiterated that the HOA board wants to hear
from the membership as to what their opinions are about the project and the board will remain
neutral.

A homeowner asked about the funding for the project.  Randy said to his knowledge, Wendy
Fenner is obtaining government grants, doing fundraising, working with donors in Denver and
Montrose, etc.

Ed said he wanted to share with the membership some of the communication that had taken place
between the board and Wendy Fenner.  A question was asked if Wendy Fenner is a resident and Ed
answered that she is a resident of Log Hill.  Ed then proceeded to explain that Wendy had emailed a
draft letter to him that she hoped to share with the membership regarding the proposed project.
After sharing the letter with the rest of the board members, Ed said he responded to Wendy with
specific questions about the project. As of the time of the meeting, he said he has not heard back
from her.  He read both her draft letter and his response in the meeting.

While reading from Wendy’s letter, he pointed out that the Good Shepherd Ranch, LLC was
established in 2020, the Ukrainian war started in February 2022, and the 501(c)(3) Shepherding
International (which is proposing to lease the old clubhouse) was formed in July of 2022. Ed
pointed out that the vision as set forth on the Good Shepherd Ranch website is much more involved
(including a proposed geothermal energy, solar energy, greenhouse gardens, etc.) and that based on
what she’s proposing, the clubhouse project would only be for the interim period until the ranch
project is approved and ready.  Ed responded to her email and said he wanted to formulate a
timeline of the project and said the proposal is suggesting a yearlong renovation ending in
November 2023 which he believes is “very confident”. He also read from the Good Shepherd
International website which suggests that the clubhouse project will be for an initial period of 4-5
years until the completion of a light facility on the Good Shepherd Ranch in Montrose County.  Ed
indicated that he has experience writing government grants and he is having a hard time believing
that the government would make a grant or loan to build a facility that will end up being privately
owned by the owners of the property.  There was an indication that the Petersons who own the
property would then use the facility as a family retreat center.  Ed also had questions about the
number of students to be housed, house rules, will drivers licenses be issued, etc. (which could add
traffic to the facility). Ed also indicated that Good Shepherd has indicated on Change.Org that they
have over 215 signatures supporting the program, however, he wondered if any of those signatures
came from anyone in our subdivision or on the hill. He also had questions about the exact nature of
the education being offered, are the teachers licensed, what are the qualifications of the refugees
being allowed in, will they be screened for polio, etc. (which had recently resurfaced in Ukraine
prior to the war). Additionally, he suggested to Wendy that she run the proposal plans by the ARC
committee so she understands the building requirements prior to breaking ground on the project.
He also wondered about the real estate business that is partnered with her and what their business
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relationship is.  He disclosed that he’s uncomfortable with some of the literature that has been
published for fundraising purposes that indicates that the project is going ahead prior to it being
approved. He reiterated that she has great vision and aspirations, but he has many questions and
concerns.

A question was asked by a property owner if Wendy Fenner owned the GS Ranch and Ed said it has
been in her family for a very long time.

A property owner asked a question about the entities that would be providing the higher education.
Ed said Wendy mentioned two universities in Colorado and Oklahoma that would be providing
education along with offering a counselor for PTSD and a music teacher.

Another property owner asked if she was expecting the students to work on creating the project at
the ranch.  Ed said she hadn’t specifically addressed that question, but it did seem that she was
offering exposure to certain types of ecological and environmental training that the students could
use when they return home to Ukraine.

A property owner also asked where the grants were coming from and Ed said she has not given
specifics.  The number of proposed buildings at the old clubhouse location was discussed.  Two
additional buildings are proposed.

Randy reiterated that the HOA and members can only provide input to the Ouray County Planning
Commission and Mark Castrodale of the OCPC said that such input is heavily weighed in their
decision process.  The board has talked to Log Hill Village’s board and they indicated that they will
urge their members to provide their input as well.  He also reiterated that the OC Planning
Commission could still issue the special use permit, and our HOA can’t “necessarily prevent the
project from going forward.”

A property owner observed that in her opinion, the project is being pushed through without too
much input from the HOA.

Jon Peters asked about the special use permit application and mentioned that there needs to be a
two-week notification posted and he hasn’t noticed anything. He said the Ouray County Planning
Commission will need to call for a meeting at that time and as many people as possible should
attend that meeting.  There should also be a package with detailed descriptions of the project.

Another homeowner brought up the illegal parking issue at the old clubhouse and Ed indicated that
the new owner had complied by moving the trailer to the back of the building out of the line of
sight.

A question was asked if the previous owner of the property had applied for any special use permits
and the answer was no.
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The subject of the septic issue with the clubhouse was brought up by a property owner. Jim Couto
indicated that he had asked Wendy Fenner about the septic system as he had heard that it was only
intended for about a half dozen people and she said that they were doing an engineering study to
see what would need to be done about that along with other improvements.

Jerry Simon of ARC spoke up and said that he had sent a letter to the current owner (the Petersons)
reminding them that ARC will need to approve any landscaping, improvements etc.

Bob del Rossi said that he and his wife,Tara, had previously been interested in purchasing the
clubhouse property and at that time they were told by their engineer that the septic system was for a
normal house and not sufficient for a larger group or business. They were also told that in order
upgrade/expand the septic system it would mean intruding onto the adjacent property.

Simon Ward expressed that although it was a “humanitarian idea”, there was no assurance that the
project would be completed in its entirety, as well as what the budget was and whether the funding
would be able to be obtained.  Jim Couto added that the “temporary nature” of the project was
concerning.

Mike Jones reiterated the need that the members concerns should be expressed to the county in
writing and/or show up to the meeting that will be held for the project.

Adam DuBroff asked if a restaurant was going to be put into the Clubhouse, is it up to the HOA to
make the decision as to whether it is allowed?  Jim said any commercial endeavor needs to be
approved by the county.  The board can only provide input but not make the decision.  Randy said
our covenants can suggest what type of business can be allowed and they do currently say that there
cannot be an industrial or manufacturing type business in that space.

Tammy Pecis asked if ARC has the power to stop the construction.  Jerry Simon said ARC can only
ensure that the construction meets ARC standards.  Jim said that per our policies and procedures, a
courtesy letter would first be sent (if there was a violation of ARC standards), and then the final
step would be to obtain a court order to stop construction if construction was taking place without
ARC approval.  However, that would necessitate going before a judge so it would be better to
attempt to mediate the issue and solve it through communication.

Evelyn read some commentary on the Zoom chat including questions about what happens if the
students choose not to take part in the curriculum, should they be located closer to town, are their
safety rules going to be put in place, who’s going to handle the PTSD counseling, etc.

Ed indicated that he is allowing Wendy time to respond to the questions that he’s posed to her in his
email about the project and is awaiting her response.  Once he receives her response, he will share
it with the members and the survey will go out.
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Homeowner Bonnie Bouchet asked if the survey would include/list “other available options for the
project” as other people would wonder why the project is only being proposed for the old
clubhouse building. Ed said he would send out all the links that Wendy provided along with what
information he had obtained.

Jay Curtis (not sure if that name is correct) asked if the proposed project was “simply a band-aid
until the permanent project is built on the big ranch. And what is the lease term and if the war ends
does she still have the right to turn it into a refuge for young men or others”.

4. Summer Membership Meeting

Ed reiterated that due to the recent formation of the nominating committee, the 90 day period
needed to be observed before the Summer Membership Meeting. Therefore the meeting will be
held in October.  He is hopeful that some of the Kopper Creek homes will be completed by then so
the board will be able to see them.

Mike Jones said they need an additional board member to equal 5 and mentioned they are looking
for passionate people who want to be on the board.  He said that currently in even years 2 people
are nominated for a 2 year term.  In odd years, 3 people are nominated for a 3 year term.  Randy
and Mike’s positions will be up for election this year.  The vacant position would be up for a 1 year
term.

Ed thanked the members that are “old time residents” who have been helpful in providing
information and ideas.

A date was determined of Thursday, October 20 th at 5 p.m. for the summer meeting.  A date of
September 21st. at 5 p.m. was determined for the September member meeting.

5. Dallas Creek Water Proposed Rate Increase Update

Randy said he was contacted by the president of the Log Hill Village HOA, Jacob Torrey, who said
that one of his members came across a notification “buried deeply” in  Dallas Creek Water’s
website that indicated they were planning a rate hike in June of this year.  The board has joined
with Fisher Creek South HOA and Log Hill Village HOA, and together they have formally
submitted a letter to the CO Public Utilities Commission objecting to the rate increases.  Randy
said 57% in  increases had been proposed.  CO PUC said in order to participate in the deliberations
in a legal manner, the HOAs would need legal counsel. The board elected to go in with the other
HOAs to support the hiring of an experienced utility attorney at a cost of $3500.00 from our HOA
funds. Randy wanted to give formal notice to the members that this action was taken outside of a
board meeting. So far, the lawyer has been providing the board with information that is confidential
to the board members and that information cannot be shared at this time.  Randy said the board has
been able to review DCW’s operating costs along with a portion of their financials.  The CO PUC
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stopped the rate increase in June and DCW won’t be able to enact a rate increase until February at
the earliest.  The state has settled in principal with DCW which is based on a significant reduction
in what DCW was originally asking for.  The state is possibly going to give DCW about 60% of
what they were requesting as far as rate hikes, although discussions are continuing.  The proposed
increase originally was a two tier process, which includes the first 10K gallons at $11.65/per 1000
gallons, with everything over 10K gallons at $13 plus per 1000 gallons.  That has now changed
with the settlement in principal to reduce the amount of fixed fees (people who have a tap and don’t
use water on their vacant land won’t be as affected).  They have increased the rate on water usage
however.

Randy indicated that the board would ask for the DCW to send notices with the monthly water bills
when they are proposing a rate increase instead of a separate mailing.  They will also ask for access
to the DCW annual financial report that is given to the CPUC.  They are still waiting for additional
information that has been asked to be provided from DCW.  Randy said Mike will take over as the
primary point of contact on this issue while Randy is out of the country until 9/17.  Randy said the
board had suggested that DCW go to a several tier system (like Denver has) to incentivize saving
water as most of the homes here do not use above 10K gallons of water.  Randy said in the
settlement of principal DCW indicated they would not seek another rate increase until February
2024.

6. Old Business

None

7. New Business

Ed wrote up a proposed conflict of interest policy statement and disclosure of potential conflicts
and submitted it to the board. He suggested that all board and committee members should sign it to
avoid possible future conflicts of interest.  Mike Jones said that it should be made mandatory going
forward.  Jim Couto said before we adopt it we should see if there is a policy that needs to be
followed.  Ed said if it’s going to be mandated we might need to change the bylaws.  Randy said it
can be relayed to the CRC to consider it for inclusion as a mandatory process for the board and any
committee members.

A homeowner wondered if the policy could be adopted as new business or if it needed to be dealt
with in a separate meeting as he felt that it was important that the correct procedure be followed so
it couldn’t be challenged down the line.
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Randy suggested that the 4 board members would agree to sign the conflict of interest policy
statement and then give it  the committee members to voluntarily sign it.  Then the board members
will review the policies and procedures and see if there is anything in our procedures that would
prevent the policy from being mandatory for future board/committee members.  The CRC could
integrate it into the covenants for the future.

Jim Couto said that additional language could be written into the existing policies if need be to
make it a requirement.

The board members agreed to adopt and sign it without a formal motion.

Randy said the Covenant and Rules Committee (CRC) has been formed and he is the board
representative for the committee.  Bob del Rossi will chair. Randy further said that our covenants
require a chair and two committee members but doesn’t  limit the number of members.  Bob,
Michael Foltz and Leslie Rush.  (She is not eligible as a committee member currently so her fiancé’
and property owner Jeff Keller will be appointed in the meantime.)  A motion was made to appoint
Jeff Keller and Steve Williams to the CRC.  The motion passed unanimously.

Bob del Rossi as the chair said they are looking for volunteers to participate.

Chris Blumke asked the board to consider increasing the ARC members from 3 to 5 as they are
overwhelmed with projects. Randy said the ARC charter currently states 3 and he believes that the
charter needs to be changed to reflect more people.  The board could then appoint more members.
Jim Couto said they need to check on how long the current committee members terms have been.
They need new members, preferably with building or design experience, and any
interested/qualified parties should contact Jerry Simon.

Tammy Pecis asked if a spouse can be on one committee and the other spouse can serve on a
separate committee.  Jim Couto said it is allowed.

Bonnie Bouchet thanked the board members for all that they’ve been doing.  She asked if there was
a liaison between the board and the golf club. They have had frustration with billing issues.  She
also asked if memberships could be sold.  Jim Couto said that they were able to lease their golf
memberships to others previously but starting in October they were told that they cannot.  Ed said
to send him questions regarding the golf club and he will try to obtain answers.

8. Questions and Answers

Gary Laurence asked the question if any of the Kopper Creek homes are not completed by the
summer member meeting in October, would the moratorium be extended?  Ed said the board will
speak with the attorney at that time as their priority is to “protect the membership”.
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Mike Jones made the comment that the modular next to him has been delayed for months.

Randy said that he had heard that Ouray County Planning Dept is so overwhelmed and behind with
builds which has caused significant delays due to the builders not being able to obtain the needed
permits to move forward. He further pointed out that a half built stick built house does not reflect
the final product and in fairness they need to see a fully finished modular to make an accurate
decision.

Evelyn read some questions from the Zoom participants:

Question about the meeting times? 5 p.m. for both 10/20 meeting and 9/21 meeting.

Question about how to apply if interested in a board position?  Ed answered that they should reach
out to Ed Pecis as the liaison with the nominating committee or one of the members of the
nominating committee as well as including a short bio about themselves and their previous
experience.

Question about the renderings of the modulars – have they been made available to the membership?
Chris Blumke said they were posted for a short time by the mailboxes.  There are several
renderings available for viewing on the new website, although not identified by address or owner
name.

A homeowner at the meeting asked about a paving update.  Jim said he exchanged voicemails with
United Paving and they’re hoping for a dry Fall so that it can be completed as the work has been
delayed with all of the monsoonal weather.  Jim also talked with Sealco about getting the potholes
fixed and was promised that they would work on that as soon as they have consistent dry weather.

The meeting was adjourned at approximately 6:42


